Online Ugg Bailey Button
Stand tall and in the latest style with the streamlined comfort of the new and improved
Bailey Button Boot from the UGG collection. The UGG Bailey Button Short boots are
cute as a button. The women’s UGG Australia Bailey Button boot is a exclusive twist on
the classic with its dependable, cozy and comfortable heritage, finished off with a button
adornment. The sheepskin sock lining wicks moisture away, leaving feet dry and
comfortable, while the molded EVA outsole provides traction and durability.
Please be advised that these UGG boots are not made for snow and ice or heavy
walking. The snow and ice can cause damage to the shoe and allow it to lose some of
it’s brilliant color. To ensure longevity, please handle with care and use the UGG Care
Kit that is also available at Vernon Powell Shoes.

-100% Premium wool fleece
-Genuine 100% Merino Sheepskin from Australia
-Genuine fleece sock liner for comfort and warmth.
-The shorter height fits great under or over pants for a more trendy appearance
-Naturally water resilient
-Precision craftsmanship is evident in the reinforced heel, raw seams and signature

UGG label
-Keeps feet warm to minus 30 degrees
-Light and flexible EVA outsole
-Stitch-out construction increases durability
-Lightweight rubber/EVA outsoles provide cushioning and traction
-Designed to be worn without socks; the fit of the boot should be snug, as sheepskin will
stretch and adapt to the shape of your feet
-Imported
-Available in full sizes only; half sizes should order next smaller size
One particular style of Uggs that is timeless and all around adorable is the short Bailey
Button boot. Come visit your local Vernon Powell store and check out our immense
selection of UGG boots including the Bailey Button of all colors and sizes. Our friendly
and helpful staff will be nearby to help assist you and make sure that you are selecting
the perfect boot for your wants and style. Vernon Powell also conveniently offers all of
our shoe and boot selections online to make the shopping experience as simple and
fast as it can be for all of our loyal customers! We look forward to servicing you!

Please visit Our Website

http://www.vpshoes.com/ugg-bailey-button

